
HAPPY VALLEY SCHOOL
(Matchless Results Fee� Affordable

Cosy Stay Sumptuous Cuisine� �

Pristine Campus Individual Care in HVS)� �



Here is the new world-class school near the Capital city of AP. It comes from the

pioneers who have set a national record in giving the IIT foundation in school

level and by producing hundreds of IlTians year after year. Till now in 11 batches

of its erstwhile students (Gowtham Schools) have secured 2214 IIT ranks, 2607

AIEEE ranks, 2466 BITSAT ranks and 5366 EAMCET ranks. This World School is

all set to give foundation for SAT-I . Excellent faculty, Activity Based and Project

Based teaching methodology are its forte. There is also a health foundation that

sows the seeds of lifelong health consciousness through nutritious food,

healthy life style, fitness program, sports and games.

The Campus is in the
lap of a big, pristine

valley. Children when
exposed to nature do

well in school with best
attention spans, good
perception skills and

with lower stress levels

� Competitive exams to get admission into T, NIT, BITS, T, JNTU, Medical Colleges, etc.II III

� SAT - I  to get admissions into good ranking universities abroad after 10+2.

� Fine arts club for dance, western and classical, vocal and instrumental music, and painting.

� Aerial Photography (using drones), Go-Karting Track, Short Film Making.

� Statue Making, Still Photography, Culinary Arts, Fashion Designing & Language Lab

Admissions Open into Classes -IV XI

The World School - Foundation for Global Career

HAPPY VALLEY SCHOOL

Co-Education Classes - XII.IV
CBSE Curriculum. Complete Boarding.

FOUNDATION FOR

HOBBY CLUBS

SALIENT FEATURES

� 40 Acres of picturesque Valley - Pollution free environment.

� Comfortable &  homely A/C boarding house with modern amenities.

� Hygienic, tasty and nutritious food and  A/C dining hall.24 hours security system with 300
surveillance cameras  Well stacked library + Clinic with visiting doctor and resident staff.

� Air conditioned interactive e-smart class rooms.

� Classes for inculcating Indian values with global outlook

� Experienced and well trained faculty.

� Well Equipped science & computer laboratories.

� Indoor swimming pool,Facilities for cricket, Tennis, Basketball, Football, Volleyball, Table
tennis, Shuttle Badminton and other indoor games.

� Yoga & meditation centre.

� Indoor stadium

� Amphitheatre + Guest rooms for parents.

� Separate playground for girls.

� Centrally air conditioned cinema theatre with 5.1 audio system and big screen.LED



A LETTER TO MY STUDENTS AND THEIR PARENTS
Esteemed parents and my dear students,

I feel great to share with you some special expressions of my life after 48years of experience. To me, an old student is like
an old friend. I am ever-grateful to the parents of my old students for what I am today. It is their faith and confidence coupled
with the hard-work of my students that has put me in such a coveted position. Today, I am able to help hundreds of poor
students financially so that they can pursue their education unhampered.

It was in 1976, after securing my M.Sc. and Ph.D. degrees from Banaras Hindu University, I started my career. I taught
Intermediate, Degree and Engineering students for eight long years. Then, in 1984, I set up my own institution - Gowtham
Residential Junior College in Currency Nagar, Vijayawada. It was in a rented premises, which was later shifted to our own
campus in Gudavalli near Vijayawada. At that time my partners were late Sri Bulliah Garu, Late Sri Chowdary Babu and Sri
Venkata Narayana. After working there for about 20 long years, I came out and established my own school in 2004, in
Gudiwada.

When I started the school view was to get a state wide recognition in a short period. I am the pioneer in implementingmy
the system of 'Conceptual Teaching' that gave a strong foundation for competitive examinations like I IT (Adv), IIT (Mains),
BITSAT and EAMCET. Generally, 90% of the schools in our country go without a seat in IlT, after their students finished the 1 0+2
level. I thought, if my new system of 'Conceptual Teaching' could fetch even two or three T ranks, it would create a recordII
among all the schools. It was hard for me to see my first batch students scrambling around the junior colleges to pursue
intermediate along with coaching for various competitive examinations like IlT, Mains and Adavance, BITSAT and EAMCET. So,
in 2006 I joined my 1st batch of students along myself as Academic Director in Sri Chaitanya T Academy in Gudavalli branchII
and ran the intermediate programme along with I IT coaching for two years.

Honestly speaking, the first batch was expected to fetch two or three IIT ranks from a single school. But, to everybody's
surprise, it ended up with massive 73 national ranks. We were elated to see this. There was a furore in the academic circles as it
was something that never happened before in the history of Indian schools. It not only created a national record of producing
maximum number of IIT ranks from the students of a single school but also created a craze among the students and their
parents for us.

Inauguration by Hon’ble CM of AP Sri Nara Chandra Babu Naidu garu

A Joyful Moment in the CampusPractising Dance in Activity Period
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As of now we have 30 schools across the state with about 30000+ students. Till date eleven batches of our alumni of our
school secured 2214 ranks in total after their 10+2, With this, we are the ‘Number One’ in the country in giving foundationIIT IIT
at school level. It is so because our actions have always been louder than words.

NCCAmphi Theater with green canopy

Meditation Hall Indoor Stadium with 6 Badminton and 6 TT Courts
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Results achieved by Happy Valley School in these 5 batches

Stupendous achievements by our students in these 1 batches with good ranks.6
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Field Trip to Polavaram Project, AP.Smart Class Room Instrumental Music

Boating in the Campus Lake
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ABOUT THE NEW PROJECT

It has always been a long-cherished dream for me that I would set up a new kind of school and train the students so that
they can learn living a happy life. Chasing this, I started building a 'high-end school' with all world-class learning amenities and
infrastructure. It is located near Agiripalli, 30 kilometres from Vijayawada. Here I would like to share my vision for the new
school, its prospects and programmes.

I believe, when a new school is being established, people should come to know about it in its very formative stage. Only
then will the people start talking about it, and, as you know it very well that word of mouth is more powerful and effective than all
the media put together. The personal opinion of parents of our students can hold water all the more because their wards
secured high ranks in their wonderful schooling.

Here, I put forward to you the details of the aims and objectives, facilities, syllabi and other details of this school. I also
request my alumni , who are like my old friends, and their parents to go through this and pass this information to their friends,
relatives and acquaintances. Here, I want to make it very clear that I do not want my old students or their parents to request any
other parent to put his / her ward(s) here. This is against my ethics. Instead, you may advise any prospective parent to pay a visit
to the school campus and let them see with their own eyes, compare, analyze and then decide whether to put their wards here.

ABOUT HAPPY VALLEY SCHOOL

I have always looked forward to bringing a feasible change in the scenario of school education wherein I would focus on
five most important aspects of life-health, wealth, character, happy childhood and well - aimed education.

Health Foundation

We not only ensure academic excellence, but also take care of your child's health as well.

A research by the Physical Activity council, USA, corroborates that children lacking proper physical education are two
times more likely to become sedentary in life. It increases the possibility of obesity and other medical disorders like heart
diseases, high cholesterol, high blood pressure, diabetes, sleep apnea, etc. University of Illinois, Urbana, has proved that
children having good physical activity have better mental function. As the number of inactive zones in the brain decreases with

Library

Chemistry Laboratory

Biology Laboratory Here, we go on trekking!

Computer Lab
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physical activity, it leads to better fitness and better academic performance. A school is the right place and right time for games
and sports; it is here where a major part of the active time of the children is spent along with peers. UNICEF has also identified
games and sports as crucial components of quality education.

Healthy oodF

Our motto is to create a "Home away from Home" at HVS, and make children in their formative years of life relish all the
delicious flavours from a medley of native and continental delicacies. We believe that good food followed by games and sports
in the evening will complement the high standard academics in nurturing and grooming the children in a holistic manner. Our
menu is designed meticulously and scientifically to strike a right balance between the right food and childish cravings.(Hush
we do serve ice-creams, pizzas and burgers occasionally).

We believe in one thing strongly .If we feed the child with right kind of nutritious food in these formative years(School
and+1,+2stage) their taste buds will be formed accordingly, which help them accept healthy food throughout their life thus
maintain good health throughout life.

Entrepreneurship (for Wealth)

We, at Happy Valley School, aim at creating job-creators. We shall churn out self-sufficient individuals with
entrepreneurial skills by inculcating the fundamentals of financial management and related business acumen. It is good to find
that our alumni have established numerous industries and businesses and are ready to extend their helping hands by being
effective resource persons. We educate the students in studying a sector, identifying its business prospects and equip them
with the technical know - how of starting and managing a business.

Field trips are arranged to nearby industries where the students observe, understand various aspects of sugar, cement,
food etc... industries and present the projects on them.

Human Value Education:

The greatest concern of the 21st century parents and teachers is probably their inability to inculcate the concept of "values" in

Skating Demonstration in Physics Lab

Indoor Swimming PoolMeditation in Amphi Theatre
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the minds of their wards. But, At HVS we have dutifully taken up the onus of this responsibility on our shoulders and have
incorporated "Value Education" as an integral part of our curriculum up to Grade 9. By the time our students pass out- they will
have been thoroughly groomed in the ancient Indian Values and ethos of

I) Value of a family

ii) Respecting parents, teachers, army people and farmers.

iii) Developing helping nature

iv) Conservation of food and energy.

v) Explaining the ill effects of excessive screen time

vi) What is healthy food and how to plan for lifelong health.

vii) Respecting the nature and how to save the environment.

viii) Value of friendship and how to choose a good friend.

ix) Empathy

x) ill effects of untimely gender attraction.

xi) iII effects of bullying or ragging.

xii) How to achieve and maintain good academic performance

xiii) Dignity of labour

xiv) Organic farming

xv) II effects of talking ill of others and spreading rumours.i

Education

Today, we are at the top in the country with 2214 IIT ranks, 2607 AIEEE ranks (now it's the II Mains), 2466 BITSAT andT
5366 EAMCET ranks, secured 11 batches of our erstwhile school students

Clinic Cycling Classical Dance
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So far, in our existing schools we have focused only on ranks in competitive tests like IIT(adv) IIT (mains) AIEEE, BITSAT
and EAMCET (Eng.), NEET (Medical) Here, in Happy Valley School, education is given a holistic approach to make complete
individuals. Parents have various wishes - some want their children to get into prestigious institutions like IIT, NIT, BITS, etc.;
some aspire that their children should become entrepreneurs and there by job-creators; and some others want their children to
seek admission in good ranking universities abroad after their10+2. To satisfy all the above, we follow CBSE. Whatever may be
the curriculum, our focus is to give foundation to achieve the desired targets.

Target - I

Admission into prestigious institutions like IIT, NIT, BITS, JNTU and Medical: There is a good section of parents who insist on
providing foundation to enable their wards secure a seat in IIT, NIT, BITS, JNTU or the Medical Colleges. They are on the lookout
for an institution which provides effective foundation along with excellent facilities and discipline. Happy Valley School is the
right choice for them. For securing a rank in the competitive examinations, fundamental concepts of Mathematics, Physics,
and Chemistry should be made thorough. And we are the best at it; we have proved it several times with our unparallel results.

Target - II

Admission into good ranking Universities Abroad after 10+2: Some parents plan to send their children to pursue graduation in
good ranking universities abroad after completing 10+2.If foundation is given for SAT-1 at the school level, the chances of
getting a respectable score in SAT and advanced placement examinations remarkably increase to secure an admission into
eminent universities abroad.

HAPPY CHILDHOOD IN HAPPY VALLEY SCHOOL

A child can be made happy with stress-free education right from the primary level in a friendly environment with
nutritious food and enough time for sports and games. Every activity in the school is designed keeping in mind its student-
friendliness and orientation to the happiness of the child. At Happy Valley School, (HVS) the following aspects are taken care of
to keep the child jubilant and exulting while he/she pursues school education.

Cricket Ground Sports
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A) Ambience

Happy Valley School is nestled right in the lap of nature in a pristine valley between two parallel hills. Its expanse spreads
over 40 acres of picturesque landscape. The big valley, the sprawling gardens with a variety of flowering and fruit-bearing
plants and trees reflect unsullied atmosphere and a sense of well-being. It is a world with serene landscape and hill-scape
replete with unpolluted air. The kids will have quiet time to ponder the eternal mystery of birds flying in the sky, butterflies
enjoying the nectar in the flowers and myriad flowers on the hill slopes. One is bound to fall in love with the nature and can also
observe the bees embroidering the silence of young night at about dinner time.

Enjoying the delicious food along with peers, playing in the green fields, loitering in the cave houses, climbing up the tree
houses, strolling through the tree class rooms, having an occasional swim in the pool, driving the go-karts, boating in the big
lake, flying the electronic helicopter and taking the aerial photographs, making the clay models of the statues, attending the
music classes, shaking a leg in dance classes, being creative in making the short films, chasing a butterfly silently with a still
camera, frolicking with friends... kids will have wonderful and unforgettable time of their childhood here in this Happy Valley.

B) Hostel with Modern Facilities

1. Residential Facilities: Utmost care is taken to provide luxurious amenities for the boarders to make their stay comfortable,
homely and hygienic. Each A/C room accommodates four inmates with comfortable furniture-cot, mattress, work-table,
cupboards and a chair.

2. Dinning Facility: Experienced chefs are appointed to prepare delicious vegetarian and non-vegetarian dishes of Indian and
continental food for our students. Food is prepared in a spacious and well-designed modern kitchen.

It is for sure that food in Happy Valley School is hygienic, nutritious, delicious and plentiful. Frequent special treats and
the care taken make the child feel at home. Food is served under the supervision of boarding staff.

The ambience in the well-furnished A/C dining hall, the quality and quantity of food gives the students a memorable and
cherishable experience.

Study Hours

Practising Chess Statue Making
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C) Recreation Facility

1. Go-Karting: A beautiful and safe track is made for the students to take exclusive delight in go-karting. A convenient timetable
is also designed so that all the students get equal opportunity for driving.

2. Boating in the lake: 1. Happy Valley School has an aesthetically landscaped lake dedicated for water activities throughout
the year. On one side of the lake, parents' resorts have been constructed amidst the mango trees wherein the parents can share
the same campus with their wards occasionally. This prevents the students from falling homesick. Every water activity like
riding in motor boats, etc. will be carried out with utmost care with life jackets and other necessary precautions.

D) Hobby Development Centre

1. Aerial Photography: 1. It is highly interesting to take the photographs of objects from a height of 100 meters with the gadget
hovering above the object .And we have made this unique thing possible at Happy Valley School for our students. Old students
of Gowtham Schools, who studied Aerospace Engineering at IIT Chennai, helped in setting it up. With this the students can gain
hands-on-experience of handling this advanced electronic gadget.

2. Culinary Art: We, at Happy Valley School, have planned to demonstrate the students the preparation of continental dishes by
experienced chefs. Over here the students not only enjoy various recipes in the dining hall but also learn to prepare them.

3. Statue Making: This is an amazing hobby. Over here, we train the students to make statues with special clay. If desired, the
statue can also be made in marble, granite or fibre using this mould. Students who have an inclination towards fine arts will
enjoy this immensely.

4. Fine Arts Club: Here the students can learn Classical Dance, Western Dance, Vocal Music, and Instrumental Music.

5. Still Photography: Over here Eminent still photo-graphers are invited to train the students in acquiring the technical and
aesthetic know-how of this hobby. This pristine campus has myriad locations for both still and video photography.

6. Short Film Making: In order to enhance the dormant instincts in a student, we have set up this short film making club. Over
here, a student is given basic training in the important branches of film making.

AT RiderV Table Tennis

Young armers of HVSF 60 ft. Water Fall in the Campus
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HVS Students Participated in Harward Model United Nations in Boston (USA) Field Trip to Paddy Fields

Krishna Dist. Collector Sri B. Laxmi Kantham Visiting to HVS CampusDirector K. Sri Teja addressing the students

7. Robotics: Taking the help of old students of Gowtham schools, this club has been set up to nurture a hobby that is highly
technical, creative, innovative and interesting.

E) Sports and Games

Sports and games have a remarkable role to play in a child's overall development. They inculcate the spirit of
competitiveness and teamwork simultaneously. They keep the students physically fit and increase self-confidence. At Happy
Valley School, we have a great sporting infrastructure with a sprawling ground, lush lawns, all that are just ideal for Cricket,
Football and Hockey. There are also standard facilities for lawn tennis, basketball, volley-ball, shuttle badminton, billiards, table
tennis, archery, go-karting and skating, etc. Proficient and dedicated coaches train the students to bring out the excellent
sporting spirit and winning instincts in them.

F) Indoor Swimming Pool

Countries like Sweden, Denmark, and Norway made it mandatory that all children should learn swimming, which will be
useful in aquatic emergencies. Likewise, swimming lessons are mandatory in Happy Valley School too. Students who do not
know how to swim will not be able to take part in the water activities; and they will miss the thrill. A beautifully designed
swimming pool with basic standards has been set up, where the water is regularly filtered and chemically treated to comply
with international standards of water hygiene.

G) Amphitheatre

An aesthetically designed amphitheater provides a platform for conducting daily assembly and lectures by eminent
personalities who have excelled in diverse fields like science, business acumen, personality development, human values and
communication skills.

H) Auditorium

Two well designed huge auditorium houses, Ten shuttle courts, table tennis and other indoor games serve as a meeting
hall for the parents and the students.
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Industrial VisitFestival of LightsSankranti Festival

Students at IVY League Model United Nations Conference, Bangalore.Reversal of Roles on Teacher’s day

I) Teaching Staff

Teaching Staff is the soul of all Academic Activities. Depth of knowledge, fluency in English, a flair for teaching, natural
love and affection towards kids are pre-requisites for the teaching staff here. Teachers trained in CBSE guide the students
through their schooling.

J) aField Trips nd Educational Tours

Field trips and educational tours improve the social awareness and help in observing different people with varied
cultures. We make sure the trips are safe and enjoyable by escorting them with enough teaching staff who take care of all that is
required in a short or long trips.

K) Foundation for IIT (Mains), IIT (Adv), BITS, NEET is our forte

Dr. KKR's schools are well known for giving foundation for competitive tests to secure admissions into prestigious
institutions like I IT, NIT, BITS, IIIT, Medical colleges etc. Our results have been proving this fact for years. In school level as well
as 1 0+1, 1 0+2 level we have expert teaching staff for coaching the students to secure coveted ranks.

L) fSpecial Programme or Slow Learners

1. In order to understand the attention and focus of the students in the class room during teaching and their perception
capacity, analytical thinking, fundamentals, hard-working nature and memory power we teach them for about 20 days
taking one chapter each in Mathematics and science.

2. A screening test is conducted to separate the slow learners.

3. These students are placed in a separate section as they need special attention from teachers.

4. These children are taught slowly, repetitively taking care at each step to make them understand. Audio-Visuals of the
chapters are presented to make learning process a fun. By taking feedback from these students we make it sure that the
student is able to understand the lesson. Some important concepts are demonstrated in the laboratories.
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5. For any student to get good marks in the tests, the most prerequisite is listening to the lesson when taught in the class
room

6. After placing them in separate section consisting of 15 to 20 students we counsel them explaining the importance and the
need of education. We motivate them towards academics.

7. We conduct classes to reinforce the fundamentals of the subjects to enhance their perception level.

8. During study hours we take utmost care to make them study instead of whiling away the time. Before they start studying
the day's task the lesson is explained to facilitate understanding and memorizing the subject they study.

9. A slip test is conducted at the end of the study hour to make sure that the student makes use of the study hour properly
and not waste the time.

We are glad that Majority of the students have seen good progress through this special programme.

M) CBSE Board Exam Results of Our HVS Class 10th and +2 Students

* Quality of teaching and quality of preparation for Board exams is highly productive in our school. The results of class 10th
and +2 students are a proven fact.

World class facilities and education at Affordable fee:

Our ultimate mission is to groom our students academically by emphasizing on fundamentals of the subject. Providing
healthy food to them to keep up excellent lifelong health and giving them good facilities so that they can comfortably focus on
their studies. While other international schools are collecting huge amounts as fees we charge less than half of their fees, only
to be able to reach out to students from across different strata of the society. We believe that good personal care, comfortable
accommodation ,healthy food and physical activities coupled with FACT program helps our students realize their dreams -¬for
which our students of Class 12, JEE (Mains) (Advance) and Medical Entrance results stand a solid testimony.

For more information please Visit our website:
www.kkrhappyvalley.com
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We join our hands in afforestation.



(Dr. K. Koteswara Rao)

With blessings to my old students

and regards to their parents

Above all, I have the wishes of my students and their parents who continue to stand like pillars of encouragement in
every new step I take. They are my inspiration. With this faith I request you to give me your valuable and innovative suggestions
that can make a milestone.HAPPY VALLEY SCHOOL

Finally my appeal to my students and their parents:

You can advise any prospective parent among your friends or relatives to visit the campus and observe various aspects
of H V S.
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Luxurious A/c theater with 5.1 audio system & big LED screen with 600 seating



ALL INDIA RANK
In the first batch itself

our HVS Student secured

in IIT-JEE
(Mains) 2019
Paper -II (B.Arch)

G N L NARAYANA
H.No. 190310031218

OPEN

CATEGORY

We feel proud to share that studentHappy Valley School
G.N. Lakshmi Narayana Adityais the recipient of the prestigious
Birla Scholarship of Rs. 1,00,000/- per year. Only 16 students from
the premier IIT’s will be selected for the scholarship based on their
performance in IIT Advanced Exams, their overall academic record
and the overall interview.

’’

’’
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ALL INDIA RANK
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STUDENTS OF HVS FIRST BATCH (2017-19) WHO JOINED IN VARIOUS FOREIGN INSTITUTES THROUGH SAT
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BENNETT UNIVERSITY

B.A

STUDENTS OF HVS FIRST BATCH (2017-19) WHO JOINED IN VARIOUS DEEMED UNIVERSITIES
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BRANCH: CSE

MAIN RANK: 36264

VIT RANK: 2795
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Congratulations
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The Hon’ble Chairman of Happy Valley School, Dr. KKR sir is felicitating the achiever Mr. JITHENDRA
(All India 4th Rank in IIT JEE Mains 2020 & 14th Rank in IIT JEE Advanced in Open Category) with a Laptop & Cash Prize.

The Hon’ble Chairman of Happy Valley School, Dr. KKR sir is felicitating the achiever Mr. BHUVAN REDDY
(All India 2th Rank in IIT JEE in Open Category) with a Laptop & Cash Prize.

The Hon’ble Chairman of Happy Valley School, Dr. KKR sir is felicitating the achiever Ms. CHAITANYA SINDHU
(All India 6th Rank in NEET 2000 in Open Category) with a Laptop & Cash Prize.
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Selected for
SGFI NATIONAL FOOT BALL TOURNAMENT

(Under -17)

TOPPER in
WORLD HAND WRITING CONTEST

(Conducted by Association of Hand Writing for Humanity)

M SAI SANTHOSH
Grade X

S SAI VINAY
Grade XI

G SREERAJ

N LALITH
Grade XI

Selected for
NATIONAL ROPE SKIPPING

(Competition held at Shirdi from 21-9-2019 to 23-9-2019)

T L HARI PRIYA
Grade VIII

(4th Position - Under 14 girls)

P VISHNU VARDHAN
Grade X

(5th Position - Under 17 boys)

P MANIDEEP
Grade VII
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TABLE - TENNIS CHAMPION

V. VIBHA,
Selected for state level

SGFI ATHLETICS
stood at 5th position

at state level.

M. V. KARTHIKEYA,
Brought Laurels to the
school in Table- Tennis
selected for National SGFI
and CBSE Cluster at
National Level, repres tingen
the country at Table -
Tennis work-shop to be held
at Japan in ay 2020M .



202 INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATIONS V3 @ H S202 INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATIONS V3 @ H S

Dr. KKR sir accompanying the Chief Guest, from the right is
Dean, Mr. Raghuram and from the left is Principal Mr. Ravi Kumar.

Balancing big time - more from the classical dance.

Children presenting dance item.

Children in a playlet. Chief guest congratulates head boy & girl on assuming the leadership.

Active participation in pyramid formation.

Chief Guest Sri KODE DURGA PRASAD garu is
honoured by marching and salutation.

Students performing dance to exhibit the spirit of patriotism.

2023 TEACHERS DAY CELEBRATIONS V@ H S
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202 INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATIONS V3 @ H S 2023 TEACHERS DAY CELEBRATIONS V@ H S2023 TEACHERS DAY CELEBRATIONS V@ H S

Dr. KKR sir awarding the best teacher award to Mr. Raju (Physics).

Diligent teaching staff 2023-24 on Teacher’s Day.

Students in a dance item.Chairman Dr. KKR sir being felicitated by girls of Class X.
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NCC Camp

NCC Training

CBSE Cluster - VII Participation

Joyful jubilance! student wins medals and trophies in competition.
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Students with medals and trophies won in CBSE cluster - VII Competition held at Hyderabad.

FOOT BALL BASKET BALL

To farm house for organic farming.
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Indian Cricket Team Under Beats Pakistan in BJSS  Youth Cricket Challenge Cup 2019-17

India Under -17 Team vs Pakistan Under-17 Team BJSS Youth Cricket Challenge Cup 2019
. Wheld at MALAYSIA e feel proud that all the three students selected from A.P

to represent the Country are from Happy Valley School.

HVS Student
K. SIVA KARTHIK

Played for India for
BJSS Youth Cricket Challenge

Cup in Malaysia

HVS Student
B. VISHNU

Played for India for
BJSS Youth Cricket Challenge

Cup in Malaysia

HVS Student
K. SAI VARDHAN

Played for India for
BJSS Youth Cricket Challenge

Cup in Malaysia
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Hon’ble CM of AP
Sri N. Chandrababu Naidu

giving 1st Prize
AP Green Award 2017

Choral Singing Tours to widen the scope of knowledge @ Singapore

“Lord Ganesha –Help us to go ahead without hurdles”

Krishnashtami Celebrations
HVS staff in a session with

Sri B.V. Pattabhiram, famous counselor.

Guest Teacher from PalastineVisit to HVS by Rtd. DIG Sri Damodar garu

We are the future decision makers

Get, set, go...
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